Touch – The Saastamoinen Foundation
Art Collection Exhibition

With the overarching theme of humanity at its core, Touch presents a diverse selection of contemporary art across mediums ranging from drawings and installations to media art. This permanent show at EMMA presents curated picks from one of Finland’s leading art collections, featuring both Finnish and international contemporary art. The most recent additions include works by Grönlund-Nisunen, Jussi Goman, Henna-Riikka Halonen and Emma Helle & Iina Terho. In September Jacob Dahlgren’s installation Scales will be displayed. The frequently updated exhibition celebrates the 50th anniversary of the Saastamoinen Foundation.

Press images: https://kuvat.emma.museum/kuvat/Lehdistokuvat-Press/Syksyn+näyttelyt
Password: emmamuseum

More information:
Pilvi Kalhama, Museum Director, pilvi.kalhama@emmamuseum.fi, p. 040-5334070
Henna Paunu, Chief Curator, henna.paunu@emmamuseum.fi, p. 050-3361980

Interview bookings:
Iia Palovaara, Communications Coordinator, iia.palovaara@emmamuseum.fi, p. 043-8268713

EMMA – Espoo Museum of Modern Art showcases Finnish and international modernism, contemporary art, and design. EMMA’s exhibition spaces – the largest in Finland – are housed in a striking building which is a modernist landmark of industrial architecture designed by Professor Aarno Ruusuvuori. EMMA is based in the Exhibition Centre Weegee in Tapiola district, Espoo. The clean-lined modern architecture enhances the experiential dimension of the displays, which include changing exhibitions and the permanent collections of EMMA, the Saastamoinen Foundation and the Tapio Wirkkala Rut Bryk Foundation. #emmamuseum